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**Scientific Rationale**
- Knowledge exploitation drives innovation in drug development.
- Knowledge generated in clinical studies is often stored in disconnected ‘silos’ in structured databases as well as ‘unstructured’ study documents.
- Challenges associated with access and re-use of knowledge therefore, limit cross-compound, cross-study information exploitation.
- A semantic repository of clinical studies could provide the capability to –
  - Respond efficiently to regulatory queries and avoid excessive, repetitive integration effort.
  - Enable information exploitation through greater control over and utilization of organization knowledge.
  - Deliver automated reasoning capability to proactively identify optimal study designs based on successful historic outcomes.

**Conceptual Solution**
- Scientific questions that impact key clinical decisions

**Semantic Annotation of Clinical Studies**
**Deliverables**
- The ability to search clinical studies across multiple underlying databases and document stores, based on planning (study objectives, study design etc.), execution (milestone dates, events, number of subjects etc.) and outcome (adverse events, efficacy, PK results etc.) related criteria.

**RDF/OWL Framework for Integration**

**Benefits from the Semantic Approach**
- How well do semantic tools enable the utilization of information and knowledge?
- Within 1.5 years of deployment, the information integration benefits resulted in more than 7 years of work savings on various drug project and information exploitation teams.
- Benefits from reasoning on clinical study information are yet to be realized.
- What are the measurable benefits of using an RDF/OWL framework?
  - Abstraction from drug-related ‘facts’ to drug-classes and abstraction from adverse event-related ‘facts’ to System organ class would be cumbersome in case of a ‘relational’ architecture.
  - Integrated search on studies in a global organization without forcing a single ‘static’ information model on source systems would be difficult with a ‘relational’ solution.
  - Future scalability and addition of ‘new knowledge’ would be difficult without use of uniformly accepted standards.
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  KIM (Knowledge and Information Management) platform is a software platform for automatic ontology population and open-domain dynamic semantic annotation of unstructured and semi-structured content for Semantic Web and knowledge management applications.